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THEORETICAL IN'rRODUCTION 

The nomenclature of polarography is made clear by the diagram which shows 

a typical current-voltage curve or polarogram,as the auto~~tically recorded 

photographic record is called. The growth and falling of the mercury drop 

gives rise to a condenser current (1) which causes the polarogram& to 

exhibit a jagged appearance~ often very marked. In all polarographic work 

it is the mean current which is measured. 

Vihen a potential difference is applied across a solution, only a very slight 

residual current flows till the P.D. reaches a sufficiently high value to 

deco~pose one component. As the P.D. increases from the decomposition 

voltage, the current increases rapidly, till it reaches a constant value; 

the polarographic diffusion current. 

The polarograph records variations in current as the P.D. changes, for just 

one electrode. This is made possible by using a large unpolarisable 

electrode (usually anode} and a dropping mercury electrode (usually cathode). 



The latter is subject to concentration polarisation only J, tor the current 

flowing depends upon the rate at Which the electro-oxidisable or electro-

reducible substance can diffuse to the mercury drop. To prevent this 

subs·tance from undergoing a nett attraction or repulsion by electrostatic 

forces, a large runount of an indifferent electrolyte (supporting electrolyte) 

is added to make a homogeneous electrostatic field round the drop. This 

eliminates the migration current, leaving the current to be carried by the 

diffusion of ions alone. 

Generally the dropping mercury electrode is the cathode and the reducible 

substance is an ion, either cation or anion. The diffusion current is 

reached when the rate of discharge of ions equals the rate at which the ions 

diffuse to the surface of the mercury drop. This is the concentration 

polarisation of the cathod~ for the amount of current flowing is controlled 

by the rate at which ions reach the drop. 

t--------ivt--------1 

r ~---------------19 ~------------------~ 

A simple circuit of the polaxograph is shown. The resistances R~ and R
3 

are of equal value, so that when the pointer P. is on the centre of R~ 



no current flows through the cell. Moving P to the right puts an 

increasing negative potential on the dropping electrode. 

In the present work the instrument used was a Cambridge Instrument Coy 

model, the property of the Soil Survey Division of the n.s.I.R. The only 

advantage over manually operated polarographs lies in the automatic 

photographic recording device giving continuous polarograms. Only one 

capillary was used throughout the course of the work and frequent readings 

showed that it maintained a constant drop-time. The characteristics of 

this capillary are given in Fart II. To remove oxygen from solution~ pure 

hydrogen from a cylinder was passed for a time depending on the volume ot 

solution. For 50 mls. of solution the hydrogen was bubbled through tor 

twenty minutes. 

THE ILKOVIC EQUA'I'ION 

When the diffusion current is reached and the ions are being discharged 

~s rapidly as they diffuse to the dropping mercury electrode, the equation 

giving the current in amperes for any ·time t in the life of a drop is 

• 1. ' t lt = 0.732 n F D2 C ml t ••••••••••••• (l) 

where n is number ot electrons involved in the reduction, D is the 

diffusion coefficient of the ion in units em 1 se<t' 

F is one Faraday or 96,495 coulombs. 

C is the concentration of the ion in moles per litre. 

m the number of grams of mercury falling per second. 

t is the number of seconds to form a drop. 

As the drop grows, this current increases, so it is necessary to take an 

average current by integrating with respect to t, between limits t = o 
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and t ... t max where t .max is the drop time 
':' I . it"""" . :. 1 :. -- i-r Jt . t............ o r 
-: _ 0·7U.Fh0'\c..~~ { '"':"ft..dt 

:. t - t ....... ,.. IJ 

•••••••••••••• tl •• 

.................. (2} 
(3) 

Performing the integration and at the same time writing C as milli moles 

-I per litre, mas mgms sec, and putting in the value of the constants, we 
·. _, 

get the average current in microamperes ( amps " 10 ) 

L': = I os- .... oi c ~' rr. u . ' ................. . (4) 

This important equation was first derived by Ilkovic {2) in 1934 and 

more precisely by MacGil1avry and Rideal( 2 ) in 1937. 

It has been amply verified by numerous workers, and more particularly by 

Kalthoff and Lingane (B). The basis of all polarographic analysis, 

follows from the equation for, at constant temperature and height of 

mercury 
l ~ k c ................. ( 5) 

or the diffusion current is proportional to the concentration of the 

reducible ion. By diffusion current is meant total current minus 

residual current. 

!. .!,. The ·factor m 3 t~> depends upon the temperature, the height of the mercury 

column, the geometric characteristics of the capillary, and the_medium 

into which the mercury is dropping. The latter controls the interfacial 

tension between the mercury and the glass capillary. Kol thoff and Lingane ( 4 ) 

have shown that the rate of flow of the mercury is independent of the 

medium, so m can be found by collecting the drops in distilled water or 

even air. For accurate work it is better.to collect them in the solution 

being analysed. The drop time varies largely with the medium, so this 

must be measured in the solution being analysed. If the value of m \ ti; 
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is recorded, data with different capillaries can be correlated. 

The diffusion constant, D, is that of the ion in the presence of a large 

excess of supporting electrolyte, when any nett electrostatic force on 

the ion is eliminated. Nernst{5) has derived an expression for the 

diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution. 

o" •••••••••••••••• (6) 

Aois the equivalent conductance of the ion at infinite dilution 

~ is the charge on the ion. 

Although this equation applies to ions at infinite dilution, the value Do 

can be used in the Ilkovic equation without much error - the error 

becomes less by taking the square root. Kalthoff and Lingane (3) 

shawedthat the calculated diffusion coefficients agreed fairly well with 

those derived from the Ilkovic equation. 

Using an approximate value for D, a value for n is obtained from the 

Ilkovic equation. Putting n equal to the nearest integer, and solving 

for D will give a more accurate value for the diffusion coefficient under 

the polarographic conditions. 

-3. -" The order of concentrations in polarography are from 10 molar to 10 

molar with a range of maximum. accuracy round about 10-~ to 10- 14 molar. 

Measuring the diffusion current (denoted by L~) is not always a simple 

matter due to peaks or maxima occurring in the polarogram, the elimination 

of which is often difficult if not impossible. Adding dyes and other 

colloidal substances like gelatin is usually effective, but the charge on 

the maximum suppressor is an important factor. 
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This is best understood by examining the electrocapillary curve of mercury, 

first studied by Kucera. (G) When mercury is made a cathode and drops 

Volts (vs. 1\l.C .. I!.} 

from a capillary into an electrolyte, the 

plot of surface tension against applied 

potential is parabolic with a maximum 

corresponding to about -0.56 volts vs the 

normal calomel electrode, but varying with 

some electrolytes. The mercury surface 

starts with a positive potential which diminishes as the applied potential 

becomes more negative, till the surface is neutral at -0.56 volts vs N.C.E. 

and therafter becomes negative. If the suppression of maxima is due to 

preferential absorption of the suppressor, as postulated by Heyrovsky (B) 

negatively charged suppressors should eliminate a "positive maximum'•; 

i.e. before the electrocapillary zero of -0.56 volts, and a positively 

charged suppressor should be effective for a~egative maximum". This is 

found to be true very often, but does not necessarily support Heyrovsky's 

theory of maxima, as the work of Antweiler(S)and Von Stackelberg suggests 

that maxima are due to stirring effects round the mercury drop. 

CURRENT-VOLTAGE CURVES. 

Previous to 1935 there was no theory of current-voltage curves (e-v curves) 

and the thermodynamic significance of the half-wave potential was not 

recognised. Early workers tabulated their results in terms of 45 ° tangent 

potentials, but this voltage varies with concentration of reducible material. 

For this reason the early work is not very reliable. J. Heyrovsky and 

D. Ilkovie( 9)were the first.to derive equations for e-v curves.and 

J.J. Lingane(lO) extended the method to more complex reductions. The 



derivations apply to reversible reactions in which the reduction is rapid 

compared with the diffusion to the electrode. is relevant to derive 

a c-v equation for the reduction of an ion to the metal, and the metal 

then forming an amalgam. 

The electrode reaction is: 

M.,+ + ne + Hg __..,. M(Hg) •••••••••••. , • • • • • ( 7) 

M (Hg) is the amalgam formed at the surface of the mercury drop. As the 

electrode is subject'only to concentration polarisation, the potential 

E'et.e. • of' the dropping electrode is 

E«.t.. = • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 8) 

where c: is the concentration of amalgam at the surface, f~ is its activity 

coefficient, c: is the concentration of reducible ions at the surface of 

the drop and fs is ·the activity coefficient. a"3 is the activity of 

mercury in the ama~gam and this may be assumed constant for such dilute 

amalgams as are formed. E~ is the standard potential of the cell. 

Ref. electl:'ode : M n+ : M(Hg) 

We may now write equation (8) as: 

Ee.te. 
RT ln C:r ( 9) = E -- ~ ................ 
.nF C.s f 5 

where f. 
o Rr ln (10) = E.,+-r= a"s •••••••••••••••• nF 

The quantities E.t.e. c: c: vary during the life of a drop, but the average 

values will be assumed in the derivation. 

In the presence of excess of' supporting electrolyte, ·che ions reach the 

electrode by diffusion alone and the rate of' diffusion is proportional to 

the concentration gradient 

i :: ks (c,\ - c; ) • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • ( 11) 
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where C~ is the concentration of reducible ions in the body of the solution. 

\ "' .!. ks is defined by the Ilkovic equation (4} and is equal to 605 n D m1 t". 

1/fhen the diffusion current is reached, c: · is extremely small compared 

with c, and we have: 

i.t :::: ks Cs .................. (12) 

. ' c: Cb- l , ................. (13) :: 
ks 

c: = i.t-
ks 

i .................. (14) 

The concentration of the amalgam C~ is directly proportional to the 

current, or: 

i .................. (15) 

.. c~ "' i 
.......... Q •••••••• (16) 

ke~. 

where kCl :::: 605 n m \ t1. D~ , De~. being the diffusion coefficient of 

the metal atoms in the amalgam. 

Substituting these relations into eq. (9) gives: 

Ecte..= € - E£. ln fc. ks - !IT, ln ....L • • • • • • . • • • . • ( 1? ) 
nF f.rk.. nF 14-i 

The half-wave potential Et is the value of E .t.e. at which i 

this value of i) the third term in eq. (17) is zero. 

E.t ::: £. - R'l' ln .f!J£, 
l. nF f, kc. 

................. (18) 

The final form of the c-v equation is now: 

E - E· - .059 log 1 
d.e.- "i -n:- icl-i ................. (19) 

at a temperature of 25° centigrade. 

I ' .,. i lc.lo F.or 

Equation (18) shows E\ to be independent of the concentration of reducible 

ion, and characteristic of that ion in the particular supporting electrolyte. 

After correcting E d.t. for any potential drop across the cell due to its 
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resistance, eq. (19) shows that a plot of Ea .... vs log ld t- , should be 

linear and its slope should give the value or ·c~r' at 25° c. if the system 

is reversible. This has been verified by many workers, the researches 

or J.J. Lingane(~gfng typical. 

This provides another method of determining n, the number of electrons 

involved in the reduction of a reversible system, but it should be mentioned 

that many irreversible reductions give a linear plot with the slopes 

corresponding to no integral value of n. 

C~v curves may be of different form from eq. (19), depending upon the 

mechanism of reduction. For instance, the C9V curves for reduction of iron, 

vanadium and tungsten salts (11) are such that the values of EL vary with 
t. 

concentration. By postulating a certain reduction mechanism and deriving 

the corresponding c-v curve, a plot of Ka.e;.. vs. log f ( i) should be linear 

if conditions of pH and concentration are constant, and so the method is 

applicable to the study of many electro-reductions. 

LinganJ~ds shown the half-wave potential to be a function of (1) the 

affinity of the metal for mercury, (2) the solubility of the metal in 

mercury and (3) the kinetics of the diffusion processes in solution and in 

.mercury. 

Differentiation of eq. (19} gives: 

~ -- - 0. 059 ~ l 1 ) ( 20 ) + ••••••••••••••••• 
di n T a;;r=i} 

At the half-wave potential i = i ia. 
, . dE 1 :::: - • 059 ( 4 ) ( ) 
... di n ( Tct ) •. • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • 21 

di But dE~.. is the slope of the tangent to the polarogram. at E;.. 
1. 
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Let 6 be the angle of the slope. 

tan9.., n 1<.~. 
4 i""7059 ••••••••••••••• (22) 

dropping the -ve sign which has to do only with electro-chemical conventions. 

But the Ilkovio equation shows i~ to be proportional to concentration. 

. .. a = k tan 9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 23) 

This relationship has not been used in practical polarography due to the 

greater accuracy of measuring diffusion currents. However in the case of 

those reductions which do not yield a well defined diffusion current, 

whether it be due to maxima or the reduction of another substance of close 

Et value, the equation might prove useful. To this purpose a number of 

measurements have been made on the reduction of Io3 , Zn*~ Cd~~ co+• 

reported in Part I, and it has been shown that the method is widely 

applicable but errors in measuring the tangents make the accuracy less than 

by the measurement of diffusion currents. 

Even though the form of the log term in eqn. (19) may vary, it is usually 

found that differentiation gives the equation e = k tan e 

REDUCiJ:ION OF COMPLEX 1\IIETAL IONS. (l
2

) 

Generally the complex ion of a metal reduces at a more negative potential 

than does the simple metal ion; e.g. E~ for Ni*+ ion in normal potassium 
':1. 

chloride is .1 volts vs. the saturated calomel electrode (S.C.E.), but in 

normal potassium cyanide medium, the E:t value is -1.4 volts. As reduction 

may proceed by steps, e.g. M..-t----'~ M+ __,. M for a simple ion, so it may do so 

for the complexes of the corresponding states. There are three cases to 

consider in the reduction of complexes: 
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(1) Reduction from complex to metal. 

+ 

(2) Reduction to a lower oxidation state (not the metal). 

(3) Step-wise reduction involving (2} and (1). 

For such an ion as cobaltinitrite, [Co(NOl.)u.}
3

- it appears as if the 

reduction might occur thus: co•~* complex ~co+"" complex ~ Co metal, 

showing two steps, and in addition, there may be a reduction of the complex 

forming nitrite ion. In the present work three steps,have been discovered 

with the possibility of there being a fourth under certain conditions. 

By measuring the shift of potential as a function of concentration of 

complex forming substance it is often possible to obtain information 

concerningthe formula and dissociation constant of the substance concerned. 

However the treatment applies only to those reactions which are 

thermodynamically reversible, the irreversible reactions lacking any 

theoretical background yet. 

To show what is required to obtain information about the reducing substance, 

the reduction of a metal complex to a metal will be worked through following 

the procedure of J.J. Lingane.(l2) 

The reaction is 

hifXp(n- pb)f- + ne Hg 
-b 

"iiF M (Hg) -t- pX ••••••• (24) 

x-b is the complex-forming substance. For convenience this is broken up 

into two steps, but not implying that such is the mechanism. 

+ 

M1
H + ne + 

px-b 

M (Hg) 

........ 
••••••• 

(25) 

(26) 
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These steps are assumeCJ. to be rapid compared with the rate of diffusion. 

Mn+ is the simple ion (hydrated perhaps). To s~nplify the treatment 

we shall take concentrations instead of activities. 

t~en these reactions are rapid and reversible, the potential any point 

on the wave is given by 

Ec.te.. E! Rr ln o: {2'7) c nF 
. ............ ,. ... -., 

a"'$ 0,... 

E~.e ~ - RI' ln a: (28) ::: - or • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • nF "" 
where f. :: E: + 1n aMs,E: is the standard potential of reaction (26), 

C! is the concentration of amalgam formed on the mercury surface, 0 :._ 

is the concentration of simple metal ion at the mercury surface. 

Equilibrium with respect to reaction (25) should be maintained at the 

surface of the mercury if the reaction is rapid. 

. . . ::: 
() 

Kc.. c.,." 
( c:) li 

e 0 G • e e •• e 0 6 e • JP G 4 (29} 

where Kc. is the dissociation constant of the complex; and c::..,. 

the surface concentrations of the complex metal ion and the complex forming 

substance respec·ti vely. 

As in earlier derivations, we have: 

i :: • • • • • • • o • • • o e s • • ( 30) 

k c.. is proportional to the square root of' the diffusion coefficient of 

complex metal ion; c ... K is its concentration in the body of solution. 

ie~. = kc. ( c W.J( ) ................ (31) 

a' :L:t -i (32} !'>\)( = kc. 
••••••••• 0 •••••• 

o: i (33} .. 
kq 

0: •••••••• & •••••• 
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k~ is proportional to the square root ot the diftusion coetticient ot the 

metal in the amalgam. 

The concentration ot complex-termer at the electrode will increase as the 

reaction proceeds. Let C~ be its concentration in the bulk of' the 

solution 
.:1 

• . O;c = c~ •••••••••••••• (34) 

k ~ is proportional to the square root of' its dif'tusion ooef'ticient. 

Let the solution contain a large constant excess of' this substance, so 

that the concentration at the electrode is etfectively constant. 

' .. c: = Ox • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 35) 

It we substitute these relations into equation (28) 

Ec!.e. ::: E.. 

E&.~t. E.~. .. • ,.. 

- RT 
nF 

RT --nF 

1n .!. (c"l kc. •••••••• (36) 
k(A. Kc.. ( iu- i) 

i ln 
•••••••••••••• (37) 

Equation (37) is that tor the wave ot the complex metal ion and equation 

(38) is the one which lends itself to testing the reversibility of the 

reduction .• 

It will be noticed that the halt-wave potential depends on the concentration 

of complex-forming substance, or 

- P. RT 
nF 

•••••••••••••• (39) 

This important relation enables us to calculate the co-ordination number 

ot the complex. 
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From (38) the value of K4 , the dissociation constant of the complex can 

be found. The most accurate method of doing this is to find the difference 

between the half-wave potentials 

and the simple metal ion (Et t,. 

of the complex metal ion. (Ei )< 

The latter is given by equation (18) 

R'l' 
(Et)s • E. - Di ln ••••••••••••••• (18a) 

By subtracting (l8a) from (38} .. ' 

Rrr ""' K ks. RI' J.n C (40} = '::;'. . ,u.L (. -- - p . . J(. •••• 
J.J.JJ' •. kc. llF 

The ratio k' is approximately unity.· 
'R"Z 

The equation can be used without using by the following procedure. 

The standard potentials for the two following reactions, 

~lf"rp (n-pb }-.. ... ne 'Cf!! M"l ... p~ -b (41} 
lV!A.. ~ ' f,.!). ••••••••••••••• 

..... -· ........ . 
are (ll:" )'" and (E .. )$ respectively. 

.. 

RT 
iii J.n K, = ••••••••••••••• 

(E") _ (""'") RT ,.., O 
c. .l!i s- p'ii'F .IJ' .. J~.••••••• 

(42) 

(43) 

(44} 

For the other two cases of reduction mentioned at the beginning of this 

section, the derivations are identical in principle, giving rather more 

complicated equations, but at the same time per.mitting more tests to be 

made on the reversibility of the reaction. At this stage it is desirable 

to discuss the methods used in solving a problem in polarography, in the 

light of what has been said on the theory. A number of steps are involved. 

It is necessary • • • 

(1) to obtain a curve of good shape, so that the diffusion currant may be 

measured. This involves suppression of any maxima; 
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(2) to use a maximum suppressor which does not interfere in the wave; 

(~} to use a supporting electrolyte which does not interfere; 

(4) to have a knowledge of the variation of E{ with concentration. 

If more than one waye is present, much confusion can arise. 

(5) to have a knowledge of variations in Et with pH; 

(6) to avoid working Where two separate wayes merge; 

(7) to avoid changes in composition of reducing substance due to 

decompositions. 

~fhen these points are taken care of, it is possible to apply the various 

tests for reversibility. If the reduction is reversible, a theoretical 

study can be made by varying the concentration of complex forming substance. 

This substance can in fact be the supporting electrolyte. 

In the study at cobaltinitrite, every one of the above points was a source 

of trouble, the major trouble being from (~), since nitrite is reducible 

at the dropping mercury cathode. 

If the reaction iS ir.reversible, then no theoretical deduction can be made 

as yet. 



PART I 

AN INDIRECT FOI.AROGRc'\PHI C 

:E:i31'IMATION OF CALCIUM 
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ll~TRODUCTION: 

The problem was to f1.nd a polarographic method of determining calcium, 

magnesium and potassium as they are found in soil analysis, particularly 

in the standard method of extraction used by the Soil Survey Division of 

the D.S.I.R. 

In this method, 10 grams of soil are leached with about 500 cos. of neutral 

norn~l ammonium acetate solution, whereby the exchangeable bases, calcium 

magnesium, and potassium are obtained in solution. The solutions are 

evaporated and the residue heated to about 500°0 to drive ott organic 

matter, then the remaining bases are taken up in hydrochloric acid and 

estimated singly. The procedure is a lengthy one of precipitation and 

separation by filtration. Calcium is precipitated as calcium oxalate 

and estimated volumetrically with standard permanganate; magnesium is 

precipitated with 8-hydroxy quinoline, brontinated and estimated with 

standard bromate-bromide solution; potassiunt is precipitated as 

dipotassium sodium cobaltinitrite and estimated with eerie sulfate. 

To estimate these metals by direct polarographic analysis is impossible 

as their half-wave potentials lie too close together. In solutions of 

tetramethyl wrunonium salts as supporting electrolyte the values of E1 

against the saturated calomel electrode {S.C.E.) as zero are 

Ca Mg K 
- 2.2 volts - 2.2 volts - 2.13 volts 

Apart from having these values too close to give distinct waves, calcium (13) 

gives a non-suppressible maximum in aqueous solution, magnesium (13) gives 

an ill-defined diffusion current that is abnormally large, but potassium 
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is normal. No ordinary salt can be used as supporting electrolyte, 

since hydrogen discharge then occurs at potentials more positive than the 

above values. 

Recent work by I. Zlotowski and I.M. Kolthoff (14) has shown that 

calcium can be estimated in water-alcohol solutions, with tetraethyl 

ammonium iodide as supporting electrolyte and barium ions to suppress 

the maximum. If magnesium is present, calcium can still be determined 

if its concentration is about 100 times that of magnesium, a ratio 

rarely observed in soil analysis. 

There being no possibility of estimating these three metals together, 

by the direct method, recourse had to be made to a method involving a 

precipitation and then estimation of the excess precipitant. such a 

method has been worked out tor magnesium by Carruthers,(l5) and improved 

by Stone and Furman.( 16 ) In the latter method a standard solution 

of 8-hydroxy quinoline used to precipitate the magnesium, and 

without even filtering, the polarogram of excess 8-H-Q is taken. The 

supporting electrolyte is a buffer solution, maintaining a pH greater 

than 7.5, for 8-H-Qwill not give a wave in more acidic solutions, nor 

will precipitation be satisfactory at a lower value. These workers 

found there were two waves atE\ of about -1.2 and -1.5 vs. S.C.E. 

To estimate calcium and potassium, precipitation as oxalate and 

oobaltinitrite respectively. seemed to be a natural choice. Oxalic 

acid is reducible at the dropping mercury cathode as shown by 

P. Herasymenko (17). No reference could be found to cobaltinitrite 

in the literature, so a separate study of its reduction was made. 
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According to Herosymenko (17) the reduction of oxalic acid goes to 

glyoxa1ic acid and is irreversible. 

(OOOH)~ + 2 H"~- -t 2 e ~ OHO- OOOH + H:l,.O. 

He did his work in 1928 before the significance of half-wave potentials 

was realised, so the potentials he reports are probably 45° tangent 

potentials. He did not test for a relation between diffusion current 

and concentration. His reduction potentials varied with concentration 

and pH, giving the empirical equation 

E ... E
0 

+ ~ ln [ H'] t !j. ln [ax"f'~ ....... (45) 

where voltages are against the normal calomel electrode as zero. 

The value of E0 was found to be -0.60 volt: • In neutral or alkaline 

solutions no wave was obtained. The value of E1: would have been 

about -1,0 volt .• 

As calcium oxalate is soluble in strong acids, the method will not 

work if the solutions are acidic. When the pH • 3, we can calculate 

the solubility of the precipitate thus: 

also 

• [ C ~ o: ] + (HC ,_ 0 ~ J 
[H+][c~o~J .. 

[H0'-0~) 

-s 
: 6 X 10 

:. [HCtO-,.] : [H•] [0 1.. 0~] 

= 17 r c .. on 

•••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••• 

But the solubility product of Oa Ox at 25°0. is 2 x 10~~ 

18 X 2 X 10-q • 18.S Ca ox. 
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[ Ca ++ J ... 4. 25 V S . Ca Ox. 

But y/S.Ca Ox represents the solubility of calcium oxalate in pure 

water (pH • 7) so it is seen that the precipitate is 4.25 times more 

soluble in a solution at pH • 3. llfere the pH to be 4, a similar 

calculation v~uld show that the solubility was only 1.6 times that 

in pure water. 

From this it appears as if the acidity must not be ever greater than 

that corresponding to pH: 4, which restricts the conditions of 

reduction of oxalic acid to a small pH range. It must be remembered 

that the material reducing at the cathode is oxalic acid, not oxalate 

ions, and the presence of hydrogen ions is required for two reasons; 

(a) to suppress the ionisation of oxalic acid and (b) actually to take 

part in the reduction process. 

A reduction involving hydrogen ions should work best when the hydrogen 

ion concentration is maintained constant by a buffer.(l8) Ammonium 

acetate has good buffering capacity, maintaining the pH of a solution 

round about 7. If the concentration of calcium in the ammonium acetate 

leachings is high enough to permit of its precipitation as calcium 

oxalate, then this salt would act as an effective supporting electrolyte. 

In soil analysis the exchangeable bases are expressed in milli-equivalents 

per cent, and for calcium a minimum figure would be l m.e %, i.e. 1 x 10-~ 

gm-equivalents of calcium per 10 gms of soil. If this is contained 

in 500 ccs of ammonium acetate solution, it is 1 x 10-~molar. 

the solubility product of calcium oxalate as 2 x 10-~at 25°0. 

Taking 
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To precipitate the calcium thus re~uires that the concentration of 
- :.· 

oxalate be greater than 2 x 10 theoretically. In practice no 

precipitate is obtained with such a small calcium concentration, due to 
-:1. 

super-saturation and salt-effect, even with l x 10 molar oxalate. 

To ascertain the type of polarogram given by oxalic acj.d, a ~ualitative 

study was made of the reduction in various supporting electrolytes. 

In decinormal potassium chloride and in deeinormal ammonium chloride, 

oxalic acid gives a wave with a very poor diffusion current unsuitable 

for analysis. The half-wave potential appears to vary with concentration 

but is more negative than -1.0 volt. vs. S.O.E. 

With decinormal ammonimn acetate as supporting electrolyte, the reduction 

was good, giving curves which were suitable for analysis. The value 

of the half-wave potential became more positive as the concentration 

increased in accordance with Herasymenko's empirical e~uation, varying 

from about -1.5 to -1.0 volts vs. S.C.E. 

With normal ammonium acetate as supporting electrolyte a definite maximum 

was given by decimolar oxalic acid at E\ of about -1.4 volts vs. S.C.E. 

When the supporting electxiyte was a Sorensen phosphate buffer at pH • 5.6 
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a good curve was found for oxalic acid at E! ot -1.5 volts vs. s. c. E. 
>. 

-a 
At pH = 5.0 and concentration of oxalic acid 8.6 x 10 molar~ E\ was 

-J:; 5 volts. Decreasing the concentration to 1.7-
1
X 10-:~.. molar shifted the 

value of E \ to such a high negative potential that the wa-,e merged with 

that for the discharge of hydrogen ions. 

When the concentration of oxalic acid is very small, (of order 10- 3 molar) 

no wave is obtained, probably as the half-wave potential has become so 

negative as to merge with the waves of hydrogen or sodium ions. 

Attar this work was completed an anomaly was found in ·the potentiometer 

drum of the polarograph, so the half-wave potentials may be accurate 

only to within one tenth of a volt. 

It appears as if the concentration of oxalic acid to be used must be of 

the order 1 x 10-' molar, for no wave was given by 1.7 :x: 10-~ m, o:x:alic 

acid in the buffer solution. This is sufficiently high to give a complete 

precipitation of calcium oxalate in the ammonium acetate leachings, due 

to the common ion effect. Measurements would, however, involve srnall 

differences of large quantities. The maximum accuracy of the polarograph 

is about t 2%, so these small differences would not be detected. A 

concrete example will make this clear. 

If the concentration of calciwn is 2 :x: 10-3 molar, an equal volume of 

2 :x: 10·' molar o:x:alic acid will make the concentrations 1 :x: 10. 3 and 

1 :x: 10' molar respectively. After precipitation of the calcium oxalate 

the concentration of the remaining oxalic acid will be 

(l -

= 

.01) :x: 10-1 molar 

0. 990 :x: 10-1 molar. 
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N Oxalic acid in 10 potassi'wn chloride. 

Curve (2). 0.2 normal oxalic acid in normal ammonium acetate. 

Cu.rve {3). Oxalic acid in a Sorensen phosphate buffer at 

pH. :: 5.6. 

Curve (4). 1.?2 x 10~1 normal oxalic acid in Sorensen buffer 

at pH = 5.0. 

Curve (5). Sodium oxalate in 0.1 normal ammonium acetate. 
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The difference is one part in a hundred, which is too Stllall to be 

detected polarographically. 

Since the calcium concentration above corresponds to 20 m.e. % in the 

soil sample, estimation in the ammonium acetate extract is unsatisfactory, 

and it is necessary to evaporate the solution and heat in a muffle 

furnace as in the standard soil analysis. Mere concentration of the 

extract is undesirable as the solution would become syrupy and so 

difficult to handle. The calcium oxide res~lting from the combustion 

could be taken up in hydrochloric acid and precipitated in the presence 

of magnesium, taking the usual precautions. If the volume of hydrochloric 

acid used were only 25 cos. the calcium concentration for the sample 

previously considered would now be 2 x 10- 1 molar, so the difference in 

oxalate concentration before and after precipitation might be detectable 

using say 5 x 10~ 1 molar oxalate. Of course, with soils. of higher 

calcium content, sa:y lQ - 100 m.e. per cent, the method would work. 

The above procedure should work for any precipitant which is electro-

reducible. Oxalic acid and the oxalates are good precipitants for 

calcium, but the reductions do not seem to be reproducible. Although 

the waves in graph I are satisfactory, certain anomalies were found, such 

as reduction of diffusion current on keeping the solu·tion, and often a 

difficulty in measuring the diffusion current, as exemplified by curve (5} 

(mildly) and in the worst form by curve (1) of graph !. 

Calciwn molybdate is insoluble, while magnesium molybdate is not, and it 
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is known that the molybdate ion does reduce at the dropping mercury 

cathode. 

In dilute acid solutions (lg) molybdate reduces in two distinct stages, 

giving waves with E~ values about -0,35 and -0.5 volts vs. s.c.E. 
:>.. 

Stackelberg (l9) reports that no wave is found in neutral or alkaline 

solution, but contrary to this two waves were found in a Sorensen 

phosphate buffer at pH = 8, the first step having a pronounced maximum. 

RESULTS OF MOLYBDATE INVESTIGATION 

No molybdenum trioxide was obtainable to make up standard molybdate 

solutions, so solid ammonium molybdate was used, The composition of 

this salt was by no means certain, hence concentrations for the following 

data are not known. 

Reduction in normal potassium chloride as supporting electrolyte gave 

two waves, the first well defined at -.35 volts, but the second at -1 volt 

was poorly defined. 

In decinormal wnmonium acetate reduction occurred but no diffusion current 

was obtained, just a wave spreading over a large portion of the voltage 

axis. 

A good wave was obtained in 0.2 normal acetic acid at pH. 2.3, and in 

normal potassium chloride and hydrochloric acid at pH • 3.5. E.1.. was 
:1.. 

-0.75 and -0.65 volts vs. s.c.E. respectively. These curves are shown 

in graph IIa. 

Stackelberg (19) obtained no wave in neutral or alkaline solution, but 
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]~<WING GRAPH II 

CUrve (1). 

Curve (2). 

Curve (3). 

Ammonium molybdate in 0.2 normal acetic acid. 

Ammonium molybdate in hydrochloric acid at 

pH about 3.5 and normal potassium chloride. 

Amnonium molybdate in Sorensen phosphate buffer 

at pH = e.o, showing two distinct waves. 
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in the present work two waves were obtained in Sorensen phosphate 

buffer at pH = 8.0, as shown in graph IIb. The ratio of the diffusion 

currents is approximately 1:6 and E\ values are about -0.65 and 

-1.2 volts vs s.o.E. Again in a Sorensen buffer at pH= 7.0 a similar 

pair of waves was found, but Et was more positive for the first small 

wave. 

In solutions made alkaline with sodium hydroxide, no reduction occurred. 

To precipitate calcium molybdate quantitantively requires a strongly 

alkaline solution, in which case the molybdate would not reduce at the 

cathode. Moreover, aqueous solutions of molybdate are likely to 

decompose. The conclusion is that molybdate cannot be used to estimate' 

calcium polarographically. 

IODATE METHOD 

Another insoluble salt is calcium iodate, with a solubility product 

-b of about 2 x 10 • The precipitate only comes down after scratching 

the sides of the vessel and requdres some time to go to completion. 

A study of the reduction of iodate ion was first made by Rylich (20) 

and more tully by Kolthoff and Lingane.(2l) 

It appears that the reduction goes according to the following equation: 

IOj + 

The half-wave potential varies largely at small pH values, but above 

pH of 8 this potential is fairly constant at about -1.2 volts vs. s.o.E. 

This ease of reduction at all hydrogen ion concentrations, combined with 
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the fact that calcium iodate will precipitate in acid or alkaline 

solution, makes iodate a most likely reagent for calcium. The solubility 

product is perhaps high> but can be depressed in alcoholic solutions. 

Magnesium iodate is soluble, so there will be no interference from that 

source. It might even be possible to precipitate the calcium from a 

buffer at pH above 7.5 (see p.l7) then proceed to precipitate magnesium 

with a-hydroxyquinoline, .thence measure the excess of two reagents on 

the same polarogram. 

The supporting electrolyte was a Clark and Lubs borate buffer at pH = 8.6. 

The wave shows a large maximum which can be suppressed with gelatin or 

n18rosine, a O.Ol% solution of the latter being used in the present \~rk. 

To establish a relationship between diffusion current and concentration, 

iodate solutions of different concentrations were made from A.R. potassium 

iodate and electrolysed. 

The curves are reproduced in graph III and values are shown in ~able I. 

TABLE I 

Concentration 1i. 4/c 

3.92 X 10-1 molar 82.5 ~-tamps 2.11 :X: 10" 
2.63 X 10-" It 66.5 " 2.53 X 10" 
1.98 X 10-3 tt 49.0 It 2.49 :X: 10" 
7.40 X 10--'1 tt 18.8 fl' 2.54 :X: 10" 
4.88 X 10-Lj tl 13.25 lt 2.72 X 10" 
3.90 X 10-" tl 9."75 If 2.52 X 10 ~ 

The values are fairly constant, showing a linear relation between c and i«• 

At the highest concentration listed, 3.92 x 10- 1 molar, i~ is smaller 
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than expected. It gets smaller the higher the concentration, so the 

linear relation only exists below iodate concentrations of about 4 x 10-J 

molar. 

The above data and subsequent data on the iodate method were obtained 

at 20oc. by the use of the electrically controlled thermostat supplied 

with the instrument. Its accuracy was at least ~0.2°0., which would 

cause no error in these polarographic measurements. A pool of mercury 

served as the quiet anode, and because of its possible variations in 

potential (which in no way affect ~he analysis) half-wave potentials 

are not recorded tor these experiments. 

To precipitate the calcium, which might be at such a low concentration 

as 1 x 1~3 molar in extreme cases, it was desirable to use a high 

concentration of iodate. A saturated solution of potassium iodate at 

-I ordinary temperatures has a concentration close to 3.5 x 10 molar. 

-I The standard iodate solution was of concentration 2 x 10 molar, dissolved 

in borate buffer at pH • 8.6 and containing .Ol% of nigrosine as a 

maximum suppressor. Weighed amounts of A.R. Oa 003 dried at 110° for 

four hours, were dissolved in a minimum volume of normal hydrochloric 

acid, then a known volume of standard iodate added and precipitation begun. 

After at least four hours an aliquot portion would be diluted 100 times 

and electrolysed. This dilution is necessary to bring the concentration 

ot iodate (of order 10- 1 m) down to a value where a linear plot of 

diffusion current vs. concentration can be obtained. 

It would be desirable to work to some. standard procedure such as the 
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following: The same volume of normal hydrochloric acid would be added 

to each sample, followed by the addition of iodate (same volume for 

each sample) so that all samples would be at the same volume. Equal 

aliquot parts would then be diluted 100 times and elec~rolysed, A plot 

of diffusion current against calcium concentration would give a straight 

line of negative slope. By this procedure the concentration of iodate 

need not be known. 

However, it would be difficult to state a volume of hydrochloric acid, 

for what ~rould be minimal for one sample would be excess for another, 

and so the pH might be changed. The following modification seems 

reasonable: 

Dissolve the calcium in a known minimum of acid and make all samples 

up to same volume with iodate. The iodate concentration is no longer 

constantt but if the measured diffusion current be multiplied by the 

Total Volume 't .11 k 1 d t · 1· t ~ 11 ratio of Volume of ro; ~ W1 ma e o a e cones equ1va en kor a 

samples. 

The change in strength of supporting electrolyte by using these various 

volumes would not affect the diffusion current. Kalthoff & Lingane (22 ) 

have shown that this concentration need not be controlled to more than 

about 25%. 

In the present work no standard flasks of a convenient size were obtainable, 

so all volume work was done with standardised burette and pipettes. The 

many measurements of volume and particularly the final dilution of 100 

times, permit of more errors than does the usual gravimetric or volumetric 
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analysis, but the speed and absence of interference from other metals is 

some compensation. 

Diffusion currents are given in arbitrary units obtained by measuring 

the step-height of the curves and converting to the same sensitivity 

value of the galvanometer. 

TABLE: II 

Total Vol. 
Ca. Cone. Vol. IO) Obs. Step Ht Corrected S.H. 

-~ 1.57 :x: 10 m 3.00 29 87 
1.04 tt 1.98 49 97 
5.00 it 1.14 38 43 
3.46 " 1.255 56 70 
2.04 rt 1.58 48.5 77 
0.83 l't 1.40 74 104 

These values are plotted in graph IV, where it is made clear that the 

method is not at all accurate. The green line is a '•theoretical curve", 

for it represents calcium concentrations calculated from actual volumes 

and concentrations of iodate and acid, the step heights being found from 

a curve drawn from the data of Table I. It assumed complete precipitation 

which seems justified, since the experimental points are equally 

distributed on either side. Were precipitation to be incomplete, the 

points should lie above the "theoretical line". 

Even though the experimental points are scattered in Graph IV, the method 

may still be of value in soil analysis. The maximum deviation shown 
-'l. by the experimental point X at a concentration 3.46 x 10 molar and step-

height of 70. the volume to which all samples were made up were 10 mls, 

the number of gram-equivalents of oa present would be 
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3.46 X 10 X 10 X 2 = 
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-lj 
6 .. 92 X 10 gm.. equivs. 

milli. equi va. 

the weight of soil taken was 10 grams. 
-I 

, . 6 • 92 X 10 X 100 ... 6.92 m.e p.c. of Oa 
10 

But from the graph a sample giving a step height of 70 would be 3.0 x 10-'l.. 

molar, and such a soil would contain 6.0 m.e. p.c. of Ca. 

In soil chemistry the difference between 6.0 and 6.92 m.e. p.c. is of 

no significance, but it would be as well to mention that the standard 

analytical methods mentioned earlier would not give such a divergence. 

This method of estimating Oa offers a tolerable accuracy and a definite 

advantage due to its rapidity. 

As mentioned earlier, it would be desirable if magnesium could be 

precipitated as the 8-hydro:x:y-quinolate from the same buffer solution. 

The estimation of iodate and 8-hydroxy-quinolate toge:ther, however, is 

not possible, for 8-hydroxy-quinolate gives a step covering a rather 

large voltage range, and with E3. so close to -1 .• 2 vs. s.c.E. that there 

is no distinguishing the separate steps. The iodate wave cannot be 

moved to more positive values by lowering "the pH, since magnesium could 

not be precipitated then, nor could 8-dydroxy-quinolate be estimated. 

By using a nitrated 8-hydroxy-quinoline, the reduction might occur at a 

more positive potential as reported by Kolthoff and Lingane. {23 ) 

In a preliminary reduction of cobaltinitrite it would found that it would 

not reduce in neutral or alkaline solutions, and its behaviour in acid 
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solution seemed so unusual that a more complete study was made of it, 

reported in Part II, where a reduction in alkaline solution was found 

to occur. 

TBE TANGENT METHOD 

In graph III it is quite noticeable that the steepness ot the wave 

decreases with the concentration, and it was shown on page{lO}that 

concentration is proportional to the tangent through the halt-wave 

potential ot the curve, or: 

c = k tan e 

It is usually quite easy to draw the tangent without much error, as the 

steep portions ot polarograms are very nearly straight. An error ot 

more than one degree should not be possible. The slope can be found 

by measuring the angle with a protractor and finding tane from tables, 

or rather more accurately by taking the ratio ot opposite : adjacent 

sides, measurement being made with a pair ot dividers and a clearly 

marked ruler. 

Let :x: = tan 9 

d:x: = ( 1 "' tan .. a ) 
d9 

:.ox: (l+tan .. B)oe 

Let there be an error ot one degree in measuring 9 when 8 ... 65° 

·· oX : 

when e = 65, X: ... 2.1445 

p.c. error • .098 x 100 
2.1445 

= 4.56% 

( 1 + tan" 65) x • 01 '7 5. 

.098 
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When 8 • 950 and 1° error is made, the p.c. error in X is 20%. 

i~e slope of a polarogram will depend upon the speed at which the camera 

revolves, and the potential drop across the potentiometer drum; with 

the machine used in this work, the angleS was always found to be 

E 

. di 
The plot of dE vs. E gives a peak 

from which the value of the tangent 

at the half-wave potential, which is 

a point of inflexion, can be read off. 

Unfortunately the rate at which the 

tangent varies near this point is too 

small to give an unambiguous value, 

di so it is of no advantage to plot di vs. E. 

Table III contains data for the reduction of iodate in a borate buffer, 

and the points are plotted in graph v. 

TABLE III 

Sensitivity Cono. _!_ tan 8 
Cone. 

- tan6 

5.85 X 16 4 78° 4.705 1.244 X lO"lt 
i 4.32 ft 75° 3.732 1.157 " ioo 6.90 " 80° 5.671 1.228 tt 

5.57 fl 78° 4.701 1.185 It 

7.40 It 80.5° 5.98 1.240 tt 

3.90 lt 71.5° 2.99 1.300 tt 

4.88 " 75.5° 3.87 1.264 tt 

See graph v. 

As step-height is proportional to concentration, the ratio of~would 
tans 
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be constant, and when concentration is not known, this is used. From 

some polarograms of Cadmium in decinormal potassium chloride. the 

following data are taken: 

S.H. -
61 
39 
29.5 
26 
16 
13 

TABLE IV 

tan{) 

12.71 
9.06 
6.31 
4.70 
2.90 
2.36 

S.H. 
'liah9 
4.79 
4.30 
4.67 
5.54 
5.50 
5.50 

\Vhen the angle is not too big, as with the last three, there is a fair 

degree of constancy in the ratio. A further set of data for the 

reduction of iodate ion is given below. 

29 
38 
15 
37.5 

T.A..BLE v 

tan a -
2.94 
3.55 
1.48 
3.59 

s.H. 
ta:'ii8 
9.87 

10.68 
10.~12 
10.45 

In a series of po1arograms of coba1tous salt in l{, KN03 as supporting 

electrolyte, the diffusion current was very badly defined, but it was 

possible to measure the tangents as shown below. 

TABLE VI 

Cone. tane Cone. - tan a 
7.12 X 1011 molar 6.13 1.16 X 10•1f 
5.33 4.66 1.12 
4.25 4.00 1.06 
3.56 3.55 1.00 
3.04 2.85 1.07 
2.66 2.70 0.99 
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A similar set of data is shown in Table VII for zinc ions in potassium 

nitrate. The ratio of step height to concentration is also shown, 

and the plots by the two different methods are given in graph VI. 

Cone. S.H. -
-4 

53.7 7.44 X 10 m. 
4.93 33.5 
3.69 25.5 
2.94 20.5 
2.45 16.0 
2.10 13.5 

TABLE VII 

tane -
10.44 

8.07 
5.78 
4.58 
3.93 
3.00 

S.H. 
cone. 

7.24 X 10~ 
6.79 
6.92 
6.98 
6.54 
6.43 

Cone. 
tan e 

7 .• 12 X 10 
5.12 
6.38 
6.42 
5.23 
7.00 

The plots by these two methods are linear. As the concentration 

-s: 

increases the accuracy of the tangent method decreases rapidly, for a 

small error in the large angle a , causes a large error in tan e • 

To test the method further, solutions containing both zinc and cobalt 

ions were electrolysed. These two metals were chosen because their 

N halt-wave potentials lie close together in iO KN0 3 medium, being -1.01 

and -1.20 volts vs. S.C.E. respectively. 

TABLE VIII 

Cone. Zn .. ~ 
Cone. Cone. co~"' ~ 

Cone. 
tan 9 tan& 

-It 6.22 X 10 m. 4.89 
-It 

1.28 X 10 -~-4.58 X 10 3 .. 72 
• s.-

1.23 X 10 
3.64 3.32 1.10 2.65 2.88 0.93 
3.08 2.55 1.21 2.28 2.20 1.04 
2.44 2.38 1.03 1.85 1.51 1.22 
2.03 1.78 1.14 1.51 1.16 1.30 
1.74 1.44 1.21 1.30 0.87 1.50 

If the range of concentrations is large, then different sensitivities of 

galvanometer will have to be used, and in order to convert results to the 
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sallle sensitivity, a :relationship must .be established between 

sensi ti vi ty and tan e . In Table DC the results for 1. 08 x 10· 1 molar 

++ N Oo in iO KN03 are given. 

TABLE DC 

Sensit. tan 9 
tan a 

sensit. 

1 0.920 ~ 

1000 9.200 X 10 

1 1.376 9.632 
700 

1 2.006 10.030 
500 

1 3.078 9.234 
300 

1 4.705 9.410 200 

Table X gives data :tor 7.44 x 16" molar ZnH in ib Kl'I0 3 

Sensit. 

1 
5o 
1 
3o 
1 
2o 
1 
15 
1 
10 

TABLE X 

tan a 

3.37 

6.30 

8.33 

13.00 

16.25 

tane 
sensft. 

1.685 X 102.. 

1.89 

1.67 

1.95 

1.625 

~~e accuracy here is not high as the slope of the zinc waves is so 

great, as is shown by the high values of tane at higher sensitivities. 

Any analyses involving the tangents, measured at different sensitivities, 

would not be very accurate due to the two sources of error; (a) con-

verting to the same sensitivity, and (b) using a mean value of ratio 
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Cone at that sensitivity. However, the results indicate that the 
tane 
method can take its place in the list of methods tor calculating 

concentrations in polarography, which are, approximately in order of 

accuracy;-

(a) Step-height method. 

(b) Standard addition. (25) 

(c) Pilot Ion method. (26) 

(d) Tangent method. 

(e) Catalytic hydrogen waves. (27) 

{f) Exaltation current effect. (28) 
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SUMMARY OF PART I 

(1) It has been shown that oxalic acid reduces at the dropping 

mercury cathode in a high but narrow concentration range. 

(2) Oxalic acid gives no diffusion current in potassium chlOride 

and ammonium chloride, but does in bu:t'fered solutions if not 

neutral nor alkaline. 

(3) The halt-wave potential ot oxalic acid becomes more positive 

as the concentration increases. 

(4) It has been shown that the molybdate ion will reduce in a 

phosphate buffer solution at pH = 8.0, giving two distinct waves. 

(5) An indirect method of estimating calcium has been devised, 

capable ot an accuracy suitable tor soil analysis. 

( 6) The equation 0 .. k tan 9 has been tested and found to hold 

for iodate, zinc and cobaltous ions. 

(-'7) The relationship between tan 9 and the galvanometer sensitivity 

has been tested in the case of zinc and cobaltous ions, showing 

it to be a linear one. 



PART II 

A POLAROGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE COBALTINITRITE ION 
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The apparatus comprising the commercial Cambridge Polarograph is not 

suitable for research purposes, so the following set up was used. 

The polarographic cell was contained in a thermostat at 250 t 0.1 C. 

controlled by a mercury toluene gas regulator. The anode was a large 

saturated calomel electrode immersed in the bath at 25° too, and 

connected by a salt-bridge consisting of 15 ems. of rubber tubing (29 ) 

with glass tubes at either end and filled with satura·Ged potassium 

chloride. To prevent the electrolyte diffusing into the polarographic 

cell, a plug of agar jelly saturated with potassium chloride was held 

by a constriction in the glass. As the potassium cobaltinitrite is 

insoluble, it was possible for the potassium ions to cause precipitation 

in the cell, thus changing the concentration of cobaltinitrite. This 

source of error was eliminated by having the tube with the agar plug 

contained in another tube as a sheath, the end of which tapered off. 

While maintaining perfect conduction, it effectively isolated the 

potassium ions from the body of the solution. 

The measured resistance of this bridge v~s 750 ohms, and as the current 

. -b 
flowing was never greater than the order 10 amps, the drop in 

potentia~I~was negligible. 

Liquid junction potentials cannot yet be eliminated, a source of 

error common to all polarographic work. 

Voltaces were measured against a potentiometer in all cases~ for the 

readings from the potentiometer drum of the polarograph, even when 

standardised~ are not capable or being made accurately. 
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ST.A.NDARDISATION 0]' GALVANOMETER 

A precision resistance box ( total resistance over 10,000 ohms) is 

connected in place of the electrolysis cell. An E.M.F. is applied 

by the potentiometric drum of the machine, the value of which is found 

by opposing it to an external potentiometer. The setting of the 

resistance box R is adjusted to give a convenient galvanometer 

deflection. If E is the reading of the potentiometer and Rg is the 

resistance of galvanometer and shunt, 

i =-;;;;;E_ 
R + Rg 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • { 46) 

Generally Rg is unknown. It can be cancelled out by varying R (say 

a two-fold increase) and then varying E till the same galvanometer 

deflection is obtained. 

E. :: i (R I 1- Bg) .................. (47) 

Et• i (Rl. + Rg) ••••••••••••••••• (48) 

i = E:t.- E, ••••••••••••••••• (49) 
Rl.- R, 

The Ayrton shunt is arranged so that definite fractions of the 

~aximum galvanometer sensitivity can be used. If f is this fraction~ 

so the maximum sensitivity in microamps per mm, and d is the constant 

deflection in mms, 

.................. (50} 

(;, 
X ~0 • • • • • • •. • • • • • (51) 

To remove oxygen from the solutions, pure electrolytic hydrogen from 

a cylinder was passed through for a time varying with the volume of 

solution. For 50 mls. it was passed for at least 20 minutes at the 
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rate of about 100 bubbles per minute. 

The height of the .mercury column was maintained at 45 t .5 ems, 

this giving a drop time of about 3.3 seconds with the particular 

capillary, though this varied of course with voltage and supporting 

electrolyte. 

Solutions were made up in standardised flasks of 100 or 250 m1. 

capacity. As pointed out in Part I, the strength of supporting 

electrolytes need not be accurately controlled, but in the present 

work they were controlled to within l% and made from A.R. quality salts. 

The capillary was always dried with filter paper before being put 

in the solutions, so no concentration change could occur. 

PREPARATION OF SODIUM COBALTINITRITE ( 30 ) ( 31 } 

Seventyfive grams of A.R. sodium nitrite (Na N02 ) were dissolved in 

75 cos. of v1arm distilled water. At 50°0. 40 grams of cobaltous 

nitrate Co(N03 )2 . 6H~O were added. A mixture of 12.5 ces. of 

glacial acetic acid and 12.5 cos. of water was added and air drawn 

through the solution for half an hour. Any insoluble matter was 

filtered off and 100 cos. of absolute alcohol added to the solution. 

After leaving over night, the sodium oobaltinitrite precipitated and 

was filtered through a Buchner funnel. The salt was washed with 

alcohol and dried in a calcium chloride desiccator, giving a yield 

of 28 grams of the anhydrous product Na 1 Co (NO 1 )b 6. 

In this preparation some of the nitrite, in presence of hydrogen ions 
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is used to oxidise the oobaltous ion to the oobaltio ion. The 

over all equation is: 

On page (15} seven factors in polarographic investig~tion were tabulated. 

The first of these, involving suppression of maxima proved more difficult 

than do most such cases in polarography. 

A preliminary electrolysis had shown two waves for the reduction of 

sodium eobaltinitrite, starting at about -.7 volts.and -1.1 volts vs. 

s.o.E. IJ.'he first showed a sharp excessively large maximum, while the 

second >vave had a smaller rounded one. As. it was bn the negative side 

of the electro-capillary zero, it was thought that a basic dye woUld 

be effective in eliminating these peaks. 

When the supporting electrolyte vTas deci-normal acetic acid, O.Ol% of 

basic fUchsine did eliminate the maximum in dilute solutions (below 

2 x 10-4 molar) but only reduced it slightly in concentrated solutions. 

Moreover, this dye is decomposed on keeping in acid solution. A 0.02% 

solution of nigrosine in decinormal acetic acid did supprass'maxim.a in 

-lf 
solutions below 2 x 10 molar. 

Using sodium sulfate as supporting electrolyte and 0.02% methylene blue 

very little suppressor action was found. In the same electrolyte, .Ol% 

gelatin appeared to eliminate both maxima and the first wave, but was 

not investigated further. 
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Finally a strong solution of nigrosine (0.05%) was used with 

considerable success, for it eliminated maxima up to a concentration 

of 1 x 10-3 molar cobaltinitrite, and what peaks were left above this 

value were small and tolerable, for the concentration range covered 
-'1.- -3 

in the present work was from 2 x 10 to 3.4 x 10 molar. 

Polyvalent cations are frequently of use in suppressing maxima. Only 

barium ion was tried and it was ineffective. 

Even though the maxima could now be controlled, the shape of the curve 

seemed to vary with concentration, and the values of Ei;. also varied 

with concentration. 

As regards supporting electrolytes, which sometimes have considerable 

influence on E \. values and diffusion constants, decinormal acetic acid 

and decinormal sodium chloride were used most extensively with very 

different results, while deci-molar sodium sulfate was used in a few 

cases with results similar to those in sodium chloride. In decinormal 

hydrochloric acid the cobaltinitrite decomposes spontaneously. 

But from theoretical considerations the reduction should have been done 

in excess of sodium nitrite, but nitrite is very easily reduced at the 

cathode. No complete systematic study of the polarographic behaviour 

of this ion has been made yet. The lcnown facts are:(32) 

Sodium or potassium nitrites will not reduce in neutral or alkaline 

solutions, but will do so in neutral solutions of polyvalent cations 

at high negative voltages. A mechanism involving six electrons was 

postulated. 

N02 + 7H~ ~ 6e ~ NH3 + 2fl20 ••••••••••••• (52) 
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As pointed out by Glasstone and Hickling,(33) the reduction is 

complicated and varies largely with cathode material, electrolytes 

present, and catalysts. 

An acidified solution was found by Heyrovsky and Nejedly( 32 ) to give 

a v~ve starting at -0.77 volts vs. s.O.E., which they. claim is due to 

reduction of nitric oxide produced by decomposition of nitrite. 

In the present work the conditions of reduction were found to be 

considerably •dder than the above information indicates. From curve ( 1 ) 

of graph VII it is seen that no reduction occurs in a solution containing 

only sodium nitrite, but when the solution is decinor.mal with respect 

to sodium chloride, there is a distinct step at -.58 volts (curve (2) ). 

Now while curve (2) is for 1.62 x 103 molar nitrite, another curve 

-· (not shown) tor 1.56 x 10 molar nitrite in ! NaOl, was identical 
10 

in shape, without the diffusion current being more than twice as great, 

whereas it should have been 100 times greater. E-1. was -.52 volts. 

This peculiarity was not investigated further. 

CUrve (3) shows the result obtained by adding a drop or two of acetic 

acid to the solution containing 1.56 x 10-
1 molar nitrite, the result 

being quite similar to addition of acetic acid to the solution of 

curve (2). It seems to consist of two waves merging with each other. 

The formation of this large wave always occurs on acidifying. It is 

larger and starts at more positive voltages as the acidity increases. 

This fact rules out sodium nitrite as a supporting electrolyte, in any 

. but neutral or alkaline solutions. 
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Using just decinormal sodiUm nitrite plus 0.05% nigrosine as supporting 

electrolyte, for a solution of sodium cobaltinitrite of strength 

1.96 x: 10-'t molar, a strange effect was noticed. An enormous .maximum 

was found, the wave starting at -0.95 volts vs. S.O.E. The height of 

this maximum, even in the presence of nigrosine was equivalent to 

26 microamps, which is many times greater than that from a corresponding 

concentration of any simple cation. 

The pH of this solution was 6.5 as measured by the quinhydrone electroAe. 

On acidifying with hydrochloric acid till pH was 5.6, the above mentioned 

nitrite wave appeared, and the large maximUm subsided to a reasonable 

value. 

As cobaltous ion has E\ about -1.1 volts, but varying with supporting 

electrolytes, it was suspected that the large maximum might be due to 

this ion. On adding a little cobalt nitrate to the nitrite alone. a 

very similar peak was obtained, but shifted to a more negative voltage. 

Addition of acid repeated the phenomena reported in the last paragraph. 

The shift of voltage may indicate that a complex is formed, the half-wave 

potential of which shifts with concentration. 

These facts are sufficient to prevent the use of sodium nitrite as 

supporting electrolyte when studying the waves which appear at voltages 

more negative than about -0.8 volts vs. S.O.E. Another disadvantage 

is that nitrite appears to give rise to an excessive condenser current, 

the galvanometer oscillations becoming so great that no mean current 

can be read at times. 
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The fifth point - variations in E.~. with changing 
l.. 

- was not 

investigated, apart from observing that in a borate buffer at pH = 8.6, 

two waves are formed, while in a Sorensen phosphate buffer at pH • 6.0, 

only the second of these two waves was found, and E\ differed by 

0.13 volts for the two buffer solutions. As they were not quite of 

the same concentration, this difference is not significant. 

The study of variations in E.~. with changes in the concentration of 
l.. 

-s- -3 
cobaltinitrite, covered a range froiJ ~h08 x 10 molar, to 3.68 x 10 

molar and showed that there are three waves present in this reduction, 

each one moving as the concentration varies. One of ·them could only 

be detected at low concentrations, for as the concentration increased 

its Ei value became more positive, till it got beyond the range of 

the polarograph. Voltages more positive than -0.06 volts vs. S.C.E. 

could not be reached with the instrument used. 

This variation of El with concentration indicates that the reduction 
~ . 

is not in agreement with those mechanisms given in the theoretical 

introduction. It does not necessarily mean that the reductions are 

irreversible. 

SUPPORTING ELECTROLYTE - ~ Na2s04 

0.02% methylene blue as maximum suppressor. 

In graph VIII (1) is seen the type of curve obtained from cobaltinitrite 

with a partially suppressed maximum. It will be convenient to refer 

to these waves as the ct· ) (3-, '11- waves as indicated. The most 

striking point is the large diffusion current of the Y- wave compared 
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With those of the other two. 

At this stage in the work it vros thought that the ~-wave was due to 

co"+ discharge, while the t3 -wave was the well known cobalt ttpre-wave"(34) 

which is present in neutral cobaltoua solutions but not in acid solutions. 

This view, though wrong, was strengthened by the fact that for a long 

time only two waves could be detected in acetic acid and sodium chloride. 

In curve (2} of graph the ?(-wave is shown for a different, (but 

unknown) concentration, the values for current and voltage being 

obtained manually, not from a polarogram. The diffusion current is 

measured from. the flat portion following the maximum and values of :B! vs 

log plotted. 

ict -i i i 
i&:: 

_, 
E.M.F. 1 - log ict-i 58 x 10 ,._,. amps. 

itl-i 

-1.159 2 56 .036 -1.45 
1.189 4 54 .074 -1.13 
1.216 7 51 .137 -0.86 
1.229 11 47 .234 -0.63 
1.264 18 40 .450 -0.35 
1.285 23.5 34.5 .682 -0.17 
1.310 33 25 1.32 0.21 
1.335 45 13 3.46 0.54 

The residual current is obta.tned. by extrapolation and is always 

subtracted from the total current. The plot from Table is linear 

and we obtain 

.0887 

n 0.665 
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11Jlis non-integral value for n indicates ·that the reduction is not 

reversible, even though the plot is linear. 

When E "' E~, 
l. 

log .....L = 0. 
ic~.-i 

At log . ..2:-.. • 0, E = - 1.29 volts vs. S.C.E., and this is the 
lol-l 

half-wave potential, agreeing well withE\ =- 1.30 vs. s.c.E. 

obtained from the curve for the value i ,. ± ic1.. The first method of 

getting Et is not reliable if the reaction is not reversibl~. 

On trying to repeat the above data on a solution which was 8.61 x 10-~ 

molar with respect to cobaltinitrite, only two waves were obtained, 

presumably the 13 and t. The 11-wave still showed a maximum, and the 

plot for it of voltage against log ~. is shown in graph (1) the 
l.d.-l 

values for which are contained in Table XII· 

E.M.F. 

-0.701 
0.731 
0.745 
0.758 
0.776 
0.793 
0.801 
0.828 

TABLE XII 

1 

0.4 
1.5 
2.6 
4.0 
6.0 
a.o 

10.0 
11.3 

id.-i 

11.6 
10.5 

9 .. 4 
8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.7 

GRAm IX 

i 
1'A"='i 

0.035 ! 

0.143 
0.276 
0.500 
1.00 
1.500 
5.00 

16.15 

i 
losr.r=1 

-1.46 
-0.85 
-0.56 
-0.30 
o.oo 

+0.18 
t-0.70 
+1.21 

-I 
it.l = 12 x 10 ~tamps 

These points are quite linear within experimental error, and from the 

slope it is found that 

.0591 
n 

. . n 

- .052 -
= 1.1 
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Half-wave potential is -0.776 t .005 vs. S.C.E. 

The reduction, cobaltie to cobaltous involves one electron, 

+ e 

The above value, n ... 1.1, indicates that this might be the process, 

but an alternative is offered by the next experiment. 

Cobaltinitrite in deci-normal sodium nitrite with methylene blue gives 

a large peak as shown previously, but on adding hydrochloric acid till 

at pH, 5.6, a new wave appears with a slight maximum, which is thought 

due to nitrite. The concentration of cobaltinitrite was 1.44 x 10-4 

molar, yet the diffusion current corresponded to about ten times this 

concentration .. i Table XIII contains the E.M. F. and log -r:t:'i values, 

which are plotted in graph 

E.M..F. i 

-0.666 1.5 
.709 6.0 
.759 23.5 
.768 27.0 
.787 37 .. 0 
.804 
.824 
.848 

The slope gives 

45.3 
54.0 
(:)1.6 

.0591 
n 

i.l--i 

60.5 
56.0 
38.5 
35.0 
25.0 
16.7 
8.0 
0.4 

(2). 

TABLE XIII 

i 
Lt:'i 

0.025 
0.170 
0.610 
0.770 
1.480 
2.710 
6.770 

15.400 

.0653 

:. n = 0.86 

i •I 

log Ll"='i id = 62 x 10 P. amps 

-1.60 
-0 .. 77 
-0.22 
-0.11 
0.17 
0.43 
0.84 
1.19 

The half-wave potential is -0.775 : .005 which is identical with 

that for the previous reduction. 
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Nmv if this last reduction is due to the cobaltinitrite which was at 

-~ -1 
a concentration of ~.44 x 10 molar, or 1.44 x 10 milli-moles/litre, 

the Ilkovic equation can be applied. 

ict = 605 n.O.D~ m\ t 1.. 

The factor m ~ t\ was determined at 25°0. and height of mercu~· of 

45 oms., t being measured at the same potential at which the diffusion 

current was obtained. 

The value of n is taken as 1 • 

.J.. ". ns = JA 

605 0 m!i t-1. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • (54) 

:: 
605 x 1.44 x 1rr1x 2.058 

D 
_, 

sec. 

This value is absurdly large for the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen 
-() 

ions is only 9.3 x 10 • It indicates that a much larger concentration 

term. should have been used. If it is assumed that the wave was due 

to decinormal sodium nitrite, then -i :t -1 D •. 2.5 x 10 em sec • But 

this value is about 100 times too small, indicating that full nitrite 

concentration is not involved in the reduction, and this seems reasonable 

as the height of a nitrite wave ino~eases as the acidity is inc~eased. 

SUPFORTING ELECTROLYTE: fb ACETIC ACID 

The work done in acetic acid medium was restricted by the discharge of 

hydrogen ions which started at about -1.05 volts vs. s.c.E. No 

diffusion current could be obtained for any substance reducing near this 

voltage. Even in the presence of 0.05% nigrosine, maxima were obtained 
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at all concentrations over 4 x 10-~ molar, in whiah case diffUsion 

currents were measured for the minimum following this maximum. The 

reduction appears to take place in three steps, but as none of them 

were very well defined, accurate measurements were impossible. The 

first step appears only at low concentrations, the second and best is 

usually easy to measure, while the third one merges with hydrogen ion 

discharge. An important point is that the first step is usually so 

small compared with the second, that it is not detected at a galvanometer 

sensitivity which is convenient for the measurement of the second. 

Graph X (1) is taken from the only polarogram, which showed all three 

reductions occurring together. It is of much better shape than most 

of them, because the counter-current (35} device was used. This is 

a circuit to send a current through the galvanometer, increasing with 

the voltage, but opposed to the electrolytic current, thus eliminating 

undue residual current. To obtain comparable results at different 

concentrations, the counter-current must be the same for each solution. 

This would have been inconvenient in the present work as the concentration 

1 1 range was so large that galvanometer sensitivities of3 to~ were used, 

and the counter-current tends to deform curves below a sensitivity of l . 
20 

It will be convenient to refer to these waves as ~. ~. and t , but for 

reasons gi ve.n later, we. shall call the second wave 'If and the third 

wave f3 In no experiment was it possible to separate a from 

hydrogen ion discharge. The curve shown in graph X (1) was for 
wS 

4.38 x 10 molar cobaltinitrite. 

Table XIV contains data on the ?! -wave. 
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TABLE XIV 

Concentration ic:l Cone. -icl 

-It -I 
1.9 X 10-lf 14.6 X 10 molar 76 X 10 ,_,.amps 

7.3 X 10_, It 22 X 10
1 

" 3,3 X 10-c. 
4.16x 10-c, ft 9 X 10-' It 4.6 X 10-4 
1.58 It It 6 x lo-· It 2.6 X 10·" 
1.05 " .. 3 X 10-1 ft 3.4 X 10-lf 
0.44 It " 3 X 10- 1 

~~ 1.5 X 10 -If 

These figures show that this ~-wave would not be of much use in 

estimating concentrations. Nothing better can be expected when such 

irrepressible maxima are present, and the diffusion current is but 

poorly defined in other cases. It was impossible to measure any 

diffusion current for the do. -wave, as its reduction began at more 

positive voltages than the polarograph could reach, in all but the most 

dilute solutions. 

Though the half-wave potential could. not be accurately measured, it was 

possible to note a definite change as concentration varied, shown in 

Table XV. 

L 

Concentration 

14.6 x 10- 14 molar 
7.3 X 10-4 

tt 

4.16 X 10-" n 
1. 58 X 10-4 It 

1. 05 X 10 ·lf 11 

0.44 X 10-1; It 

TABLE XV 

{-0.10 
(..-0.15 
<..-0.2 
{ 0.3 
-0.30 
-0.39 

- 'I{ 

-0.75 vs. s.c.E. 
-0.68 
-0.65 
-0.63 
-0.63 
-0.62 

This shows clearly that the ~ -wave 

moves to a more negative voltage as the 

concentration decreases, while the ~-wave 
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becomes more positive as concentration decreases. If the concentration 

were low enough these waves would probably merge. 

In an early experim.ent on cobaltini trfte (1.4 x 10- a. molar) in acetic 

acid without any maximum suppressor, in which the C-V curve was taken 

manually, a large maximum was present, but on taking the diffusion 

i current from the following minimum and plotting E vs log -:--
1

, an almost 
ltl-

linear graph was obtained, the slope of which gave n = 0.47. Bbwever, 

if this reduction is due to the cobaltous ion, n should be equal to 2. 

Applying this to the Ilkovic equation 

D • 
-f' 0.71 X 10 em~ 

-I see. 

This value is just what might be expected from CoH as the two near 

cations Ni++ and eu++ 

respectively. 

-I> give 0.69 x 10 

N SUPPORTING ELECTROLYTE: lO ~ 

-3' and 0.72 x 10 em 't.. sec:'· 

The most extensive work was done in sodium chloride with 0.05% of 

nigrosine, such solutions having a pH of 6.15. All three waves were 

vrell defined as a rule, and no maxima appeared below concentrations 

1.2 x 10-3 molar. The half-wave potentials varied with concentration 

and would sometimes approach, so that two waves merged into one. 

But in graph X (2} is seen the curve resulting from electrolysis of a 

1.31 x 10-~ molar cobaltin1trite solution, in which the d..., 13 and ¥ 

waves are clearly defined. 

Again the ~ -wave seems excessively large compared with the other two, 

in fact the ratio of the step-heights in this case is 

= 8 : 5 : 40 
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f the (.3 and ~-waves is rather unusual, for a' 

s of 2.75 x 10- 14 molar the two waves are very close 

but distinct, while at 2.52 :x: 16" molar they have merged. But at 

a lower cone. vis. 1.3 x 10-4 molar, the two waves are present again, 

only to merge once more as the concentration is lowered. The 

explanation seems to be that a:t the lower concentration the 't -wave 

does not spread out so much along the voltage axis, thus leaving space 

for the 8 -wave to form separately. At concentration above 1.5 x 10-J 

molar, the ~ -wave moved to positive voltages outside the range of 

the polarograph being used. 

In Table XVI are values of concentration and half-wave potentials for 

the three waves. These values are plotted in graphs XI, XII and XIII. 

TABL1!: XVI 

Concentration l E2- 6.. E-~ ... {3 - ?{ 
-~ 0.21 X 10 molar -0.!586 -1.12 

0.23 X 10 It -0.!545 -1.03 
0.!59 X 10 ~· -0.530 -1.00 
1.76 X 10 It -0.506 -1.13 
2.52 X 10 It -0.!500 -1.14 
2.75 X 10 It -0.430 -0.960 -1.120 
3.61 X 10 It -0.400 -0.977 -1 .. 133 
6.00 X 10 It -0.390 -0.797 .,.1.163 
8.17 X 10 It -0.380 -0.787 -1.190 
9.70 X 10 It -0.340 -0.774 -1.206 

13.60 X 10 It -0.27 -0.742 -1.212 
17.4 X 10 If t..-0.2 -0.750 -1.220 
25.2 X 10 tt -0.730 -1.225 
36.8 :X: 10 " -0.700 -1 .. 250 

The accuracy of these measurements is not good, but may be largely 

accounted for by decomposition of eobaltinitrite as indicated in the 

next section. 
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To test the linear relation between step-height and concentration, data 

have been collected from the six best polarograms and-presented in 

Tables XVII and XVIII. All step-heights have been corrected tor 

residual current and given at equivalent sensitivities for each wave. 

TABLE XVII 

Concentration S.H. -t3 S.H. w?) S.H. -;.3> 
Cone. ~· -o Cone. 

3.61 X 10- 4 molar 14 7.9 3.87 X 10~ 2.19 X 10 It 
6.00 It 11 15 1.83 It 2.50 " 8.17 It 16.5 17.5 2.02 11 2.14 It 

9.70 " 16.5 20.5 1.70 tt 2.11 It 

13.60 " 21 29.0 1.55 It 2.14 tt 

25.20 tt 28.5 48.5 1.13 It 1.93 tt 

IJ.1he above concentrations were not all convenient for the ~-wave, so 
the following table was compiled. 

TABLE XVIII 

Concentration S.H. 
S.H. 
Cone. 

3.61 x ·1o~t .molar 4.55 1.26 X 10'+ 
2.75 X 10·4 It 6.00 2.18 X 10 li 
2.52 X 10·4 It 3.33 1.32xl0 4 

1.76 X 10"4 tt 3.26 1.85xlO"' 
0.89 X lO"it n 7.50 8.43 X 10 4 

0.59 X 10"4 tt '7.60 12.6xlO*' 
0.228x 10 "" ft 4.90 21.6 X 10 It 
0.208x 1o·l.j It 7.00 33.8 X 10 l4 

The data are plotted in graph XIV. There is no linear relation at 

all for the rJ.. -wave. For the f3 and t waves the relation does hold, 

and .more accurately for the t -wave. This can be correlated with the 

higher accuracy attainable in measuring the half-wave potential of' the 

<( -wave. 
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The behaviour of the d, -wave seems quite unpredictable and no 

satisfactory data could be obtained to plot E against log ~ , 
u-i 

.for at high concentrations the wave started outside the polarograph •s 

range, while at lower concentrations such a high galvanometer 

sensitivity had to be used in order to make the wave of sufficient 

size to be measured, that no clear diffusion current could be obtained. 

Nor could reproducible measurements be made on the cl -wave to get 

data with which to plot E vs. log t!~i' but the next table contains 

such data for the (( -wave. 

TABLE XIX 

E i i log i - i.A-i iJ. -i 
•t 

-0.889 1.00 0.105 -0.979 icl. ... 10.5 X 10 ('J. amps 
-0.911 1.40 0.154 -0.813 
-0.936 1.90 0.221 -0.656 
-0.956 2.60 0.329 -0.483 
-0.977 3.20 0.438 -0.359 
-1.003 4.25 0.680 -0.168 
-1.033 5.10 0.945 -0.025 
-1.053 6.00 1.335 0.126 
-1.678 6.84 1.770 0.248 
-1.105 8.20 3.570 0.553 
-1.132 8.72 4.900 0.690 
-1.162 9~40 8.55 0.932 

See Graph IX (3) 

The points fall on a straight line and the slope is subh as to give 

the value 

n = 0.43 

From a polarogram of 3.61 x 10-1;. molar oobaltinitrite., the diffusion 

-I 
current was 24. 5 :x: 10 ['-{ amps. The value of m \ t"l;. at the 
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voltage at which the diffusion current was measured, was 2.18 mgm ~ t--\. 

By the Ilkovic equation 

= 
24.5 X 10~ 

D :::: 

605 X 2 X 3.61 X lcr'x 2.18 

0.66 x 10-s em~ sec;;' 

assuming n = 2 

Again this figure is very close to th~t for NiTT as might be 

expected of the CdT ion. 

As done for acetic acid on page (52), so the variations of the waves 

in sodium chloride can be shown. 

As the concentration is decreased, the half-

wave potentials of the waves move as indicated 

by the arrows • 
f 

KINETIC STUDY 

That the cobaltinitrite ion was unstable in solution, has been known 

a long time, but little or no work has been done on its decomposition 

products. Some very surprising results have come out of the polaro-

graphic investigation. ~1e results are qualitative, for the work 

was not undertaken with the intention of gaining information on the 

rate of decomposition. For instance, none of the solutions were kept 

at constant temperature between e~ectrolyses. 

The most striking result is from solutions in acetic acid. Starting 

with three solutions of fairly high concentrations, the polarogram was 

taken, showing distinct r -waves (with maxima) but no cl'\. -waves; 

140 hours later these ~-waves had dwindled to almost nothing, but 
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in their places were three ~-waves, all showing the same diffusion 

current. 

Concentration Time d.. -wave ?$'-wave -
15.4 X 10" molar} 0 71 X 10

1 

('-tamps 
7.7 :X: 10""" ) i hour 0 l8 .• 5x 10"' tt 

4.4 X 10"4 ) 0 8.5x 10-• tt 

15.4 X 10-~; molar) 
-I 

16.7 x 10 Mamps 
7.7 X 10-4 ) 140 hours l'Z .6 X 10·• amps immeasurable 
4.4 X 10-4 ) 17.0 X 10"' amps 

It appears that the substance causing the ~ -wave has increased and 

reached a constant value at the expense oi' that causing the t -wave. 

Furthermore the ~ -wave, though not capable oi' good measurement, did 

appear at a more positive potential, consistent with its behaviour 

in acetic acid. 

In another experiment in acetic acid the concentration of eobaltinitrite 

was 1.4 x 10-4 malar originally, with a diffusion current at 

9.25 X 10-1 Mamps for the 't -wave. After Si hours this diffusion 
-J 

current had dropped to 2.75 :x: 10 fi amps, corresponding to a concentration 

ot 0.42 x 10-~ molar, but the 0.. -wave was not recorded as 1 ts presence 

was not suspected when this experiment was done. 

In f& sodium chloride the case is rather different. 

was studied, but it gave very definite results. 

Only one case 

Cone. 

9. &5 :x: 10-"' molar 
9.65 X 10-4 

Time a.-wave B -wave 

i hour 4.6 :x: 10-1 Mamps 3 •. x: 161 

120 hours 2 x 161 
,, 3 x 10-1 

<(-wave 

63 X 10 1 

81 X 10"1 

The step-height of the ~ -vmve was too small to measure with great 
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exactness, but it does represent a decrease in concentration, which 

was further supported by the change of its half-wave potential to a 

more .negative value. The step-height of the /3 -wave could not be 

measured exactly, but as its ~value became more positive it was 

asaum.ed to have increased in conoen~ration. The '( -wave has undergone 

a definite increase. 

It is to be noted that the changes in sodium chloride are not as far 

reaching as those in acetic acid. 

Vlhenever possible, solutions were eleetrolysed within an hour of 

making up, but it is obvious that the factors - time, temperature and 

concentration, would vary, ·thus explaining the many inexact data in 

the present work. 

SOME <liEMISTRY OF C.OBALTINITRI'rE 

A qualita~ive test-tube study was made of some of the properties of 

sodium cobaltinitrite, as there is a great paucity of such infor-mation. 

(1) It gives a yellow solution in water, which turns red after keeping 

several days. On warming the yellow solution, it goes red quite 

rapidly, and on boiling this red colour is destroyed, being 

replaced by faint pink of eo++ ions. Oxides of nitrogen are 

evolved. 

(2) A drop of dilute hydrochloric acid turns it red immediately, but 

this colour is not discharged within four days. It is destroyed 

by boiling. 
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(3) Its solution in jb acetic acid is nearly as stable as that 

in pure water. 

(4) The solution retaining its yellow colour the longest is the 

aqueous solution with excess sodium nitrite and a little acetic 

acid. 

{5) The evolution of nitrogen etc. on adding urea seems to be no 

slower than the evolution from sodium nitrite. 

(6) If the aqueous solution is warmed till red, then cooled and 

hydrogen sulfide passed through, a black precipitate of cobalt 

sulfide forms. 

(7) When dissolved in ~ NaOH, the yellow colour is retained quite 

as long as it is in aqueous solution. which is quite contrary 

to the usual text-book information. But on warming, a black 

precipitate forms immediately, which may be cobaltic hydroxide, 

or rather the compound Co203 . H20· 

(8) Now it the red solution obtained by heating the aqueous solution 

is cooled and alkali added, the only action on warming is tor 

the red to become a much deeper shade. Even on continued boiling 

it takes a long time to form the above black precipitate. 

Cobaltous hydroxide on heating in alkali is oxidised to this 

black substance. 

(9) Adding excess potassium chloride to the aqueous solution gives 

an immediate yellow precipitate of potassium cobaltinitrite, and 
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(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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the supernatant liquid is colourless. But if potassium 

chloride be added to the red liquid, scarcely any precipitate 

forms, and the supernatant liquid is a distinct orange colour. 

The precipitate forms and is quite stable in N NaOH solution. 
5 

The preoipi tate is inso.luble in ft eydrochloric acid, yet no 

preoipi tate forms when pot'assium chloride is added to the red 

solution formed by adding a drop of acid to aqueous solution. 

A precipitate is formed from ! acetic acid. 
10 

If the solution is acidified till red, then neutralised (even 

made alkaline) no precipitate forms, tndicating that hydrochloric 

acid completely destroys the cobaltinitrite ion. 

The red colour is apparently due to a cobaltous complex which does not 

dissociate largely, for no Co(OH) 2 (sol11bility product 10- 18 
) forms in 

alkaline solution (8), yet it does dissociate sufficiently to give a 

precipitate of CoS. (sol. prod. 10-1..7) (6) 

By the rates of decomposition in alkaline solutions (7, 8) it seems 

as if the cobaltous is the more stable complex. Actually there is 

nothing in the above information to say the red substance is not 

another cobaltic complex, but the polarographic evidence favours a 

cobaltous complex. 
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Apart from the persistent maxima, the cobaltinitrite system showed 

the following peculiarities: 

(1) All three waves moved as the concentration v~as varied, and in 

acetic acid and sodiwn chloride the second wave moved in 

opposite directions. 

(2} In acetic acid the a and ~waves decreased with time; while 

the d.. -wave increased. 

(3) In sodium chloride the 13 and ({ waves increased with time 

while the ~-wave decreased. 

Three waves in the reduction process seems reasonable, for two of them 

would be accounted for by the changes, cobaltic ~ aobaltous ~ cobalt, 

while the third could be reduction of nitrite. It is important that 

Brdicka (36 } got two steps in the reduction of a hexemrttino cobaltic salt, 

which he interpreted as 

3-t-
Co (Nfh )<.> + e 
Co (Nliz )'£{ + 2e 

E;~,- = -0.3 vs. S. C.E. 
~ = -1.3 vs. s.c.E. 

No mention was made of any variation in as the concentration changed. 

Generally the reduction of aobaltous salts and complexes is irreversible(36) 

and the value of ~~ for most supporting electrolytes lies between -1.0 

and -1.3 volts vs. s.c.E. Plots of E vs. log_!_ are linear and 
:iA-1 

usually give a value for n near 0.5. 
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In sodium sulfate and sodium chloride the values of n f'or the '({ -wave 

were all close to 0.5 and ~ was in between -1.0 and -1.3 volts vs. s.c.E. 

'.rhe second vJS.ve in acetic acid, (called the ! -wave) also gave a value 

of n = 0.4'7 (page 53 ) • 

The diffusion current does not vary very much with change in supporting 

electrolyte, and the addition of 0.05% nigrosine would not increase the 

viscosity enough to change the diff'usion current appreciably. the 

diffusion coefficients of the cations l".Ji +T and ou-t-t , or most probably 

the hydrated cations, are of the order 0.'7 x 10-~- em"'- sec:t, then the 

following figures indicate that co++ is involved. 

Supportin~ Electrolyte 

~0 Acetic Acid 

N 
lo Acetic Acid 

D from ({-wave 

0. 71 x 10~- cm:t sec: 1 

-~-
0. 66 x 10 om"'- sec: 1 

No value for the diffusion coefficient of cobaltous ion could be found 

in the literature, hence it is necessary to compare with the above 

cations. Actually it would be the hydrated cation measured·, vis. 

Co ++.6H20., and as found for most other ions, the value of D is very 

nearly the same for aquo-oation, as it is for the complex cation or anion. 

This means the 0' -wave may be due to a cabal taus complex. Certainly 

Ei for the hydrated ion does not vary as the concentration changes, but 

might well do so for a complex. 

Thus the evidence ind:k:E.ting the ?$'-wave to be a reduction of a cabal taus 

complex is: 
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(a) Irreversibility of reduction and a value of n close to the known 

value of n for the cobaltous state. 

(b) The diffusion coefficient is just that which would he expected 

of a cobaltous salt or complex. 

(c) The half-wave potent~al is in the range of cobaltous reductions, 

except in acetic acid. 

At first sight it may seem strange to call the second wave in acetic acid 

the 'If -wave, but on examining the diagrams on pages ( 52 ) and ( 57 ) , 

it is seen that as the concentration continues to decrease for the 

sodium chloride case, the /J and ?( waves will merge and possibly come 

out on the opposite sides. 1~is is what has surely happened in acetic 

acid. Tne large change in E! is quite feasible with the different 

pH values, but it would have been illogical to allow the waves to move 

in opposite directions in the two cases. The mechanism of reduction 

would not be so different in sodium chloride and acetic acid solutions. 

As already seen, the values of nand D bear this out. 

The evidence for the 13 -wave indicates that it is due to reduction of 

nitrite. 

Table XII contains data for the ~ -wave in sodium sulfate, giving a 

value of n .. 1, and Ei = -0.776 volts. And. in •rable XIII similar data 

for a wave definitely due to nitrite shows n = 1, and E~ = -0.775. 

That this wave is not due to any cobalt ion is seen from the calculation 

of D following this table. 
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If' the value n .. 1 is correct and the system reversible, the mechanism 

oi' the nitrite reduction may be the following: 

which would take place in acid media but not neut1•al or alkalineas is 

observed. 

The nature of the reduction for the ~-wave can only be guessed at. 

Brdicl{a!S (36) work suggests that it may be reduction of trivalent cobalt 

complex, for it reduces at the positive end of the voltage range. 

Nothing definite about it can be obtained from the kinetic study, but 

the explanation to be offered to explain those peculiar results, assumes 

that 1 t is a reduct ~-on of simple trivalent cobalt. 

As the system seems to contain both oobaltous and cobaltic complexes, a 

general discussion of those systems is necessary. 

Simple cobaltic ion, Co3 + , is unstable with respect to simple cobaltous 

ion ocr· as shown by the standard elec·trode potential. 

E0 :: +1.84 volts 

But the case is reversed vnth the complexes, for which we can take the 

cyanides as an example 
)

Co{ CN)<> + e = -0.8 volts 

An explanation, in terms of electron orbitals, is offered by Pauling in 

11Nature of the Chemical Bond.u 
3d 

Co:t'~' 

4s 4p 5s 

CD] 
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The six cyanide groups can donate 12 electrons, filling up all the 

available orbitals and having the,odd electron prompted to a ps level. 

It is this electron in the 5s level which is easily ionised off to 

give the more stable configuration of the oobalticyanide ion. 

If the roagnetic properties are produced by the 11 spin~ of electrons 

alone, as is almost true of the transition metals, the effective 

magnetic moment can be calculated from the formula 

p.A. eff v'n(n+2) .......... (55) 

where n is the number of unpaired electrons. 

e.g. ]'or a simple cobaltous salt 

jtA. eff .. Y3 (3+2} = 3. 92 Bohr magnetons. 

Use can be made of this in determining whether a complex has ionic or 

covalent bonding. When it is covalent, the value of fJ. eff will be 

that given by the formula, but if ionic, a magnetic moment much in 

excess of the calculated value will be obtained. Diamagnetism results 

when the complex is covalent and has no unpaired electrons. 

A large number of cobaltous complexes have been studied in this way 

and found to be ionic in nature, i.e. they dissociate largely in 

solution. Hmvever, the cobaltocyanide is found to be covalent, as 

complex cyanides usually are. More important for the present study 

:i.s the fact that the salt, sodium cobalto-hexanitrite {37), Na4 (Co(~) 6 
has an observed effective magnetic moment of 1.82 B.M. The calculated 

value is j6-(. eff "' Yl(l+2) = 1.7. This means the complex is covalent, 

though nothing can be said of its stability with respect to the 

cobaltinitrite. 
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But J. Newton Friend, ( 38 ) deacri bes a cobal to-tetrani trite or formula 

K2Co(N02)4 , which crystallises as a yellow solid and gives a red solution. 

The configuration of such a complex would be 

3d 4s 4p 

The filling of the d' s' p 4 orbitals gives rise to a square planar 

configuration, and with the unpaired electron in a d orbital as in the 

ferricyanide complex, it might be expected that this complex would be 

rather more stable with respect to oxidation to the +3 state than was 

the coordinated complex. If it proves to be covalent, its predicted 

paramagnetism will be :J-.7 Bohr Magnetons. 

It is this tetrani trite which is thought to have given the t -wave and 

to have been responsible for the red solution the series of test-tube 

experimen·ts. From those experiments it was obvious that the red solution 

was more stable than was the yellow cobaltinitrite. 1/fe can explain this 

by assuming that the cobalto-nitrite is more covalent than is the cobalti-

nitrite, i.e. it dissociates less in solution. We can represent the 

change from cobalti to cobalto by the following equations: 

+ 

Co H + 002.+ "'"0 i- J.~ 2 

and excess NO- recombine. 2 

Co 2.t + a.-
Co(N02)1j 

* • _. •• 6 ......... II 

................ 
(56) 

(57) 

•••••••e••••••• (58) 

1~e conversion as shown represents second order kinetics, if the second 
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step the rate controlling step, but the conversion could be first 

order if the reduction were intra-molecular. 

Battacharya and Dhar( 39 ) did find the photochemical decomposition to be 

unimolecular. 

There are two major objections to the first mechanism. 

(a) The formation of the red cobalto-complex does not take place when 

just sodium nitrite and a cobaltous salt are mixed. 

(b) The mechanism implies that formation of the cobaltinitrite would 

'4+ be by oxidation of Co 

nitrite, by equation, 

rrhis can be written in the forms 

+ e 

EN02 + H+ + e ---"~> NO + H20 

Adding this up gives the value of 

E - -1.84 + 0.99 ::::: 

.As -nEF 

then Co~t- combining with excess 

CoH + 6N02 + NO + ~0 •••• (GO) 

:: -1.84 volts 

Eo ... + 0.99 volts 

-0.85 volts 

0 •• 0 0 •• 4 0 •• $! G 9 ••• '6 0 • it • (61) 

:. 6 <;,. is positive for the reaction as written and so it should not go 

in that direction. 

Though conditions are unfavourable for the oxidation of simple cobaltous 
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ion to the cobaltic ion, H does not follow that conditions would be 

unt'avourable for the oxidation of the cobalto complex to cobalti-complex. 

The oxidation process could then be represented by 

If this reaction goes to the right it will be correct to say E0 for 

> -0.99 volts. 

Assmning then that the reduction goes according to equation (59) and 

the oxidation in acid solution is as in equation (62), it is possible 

to an explanation of the results obtained. 

There are three main points to account for. 

( 1) Dilute hydrochlori.c acid ( ca 0. OlN) completely destroys cabal tini trite 

ion, but the oobaltonitrite is fairly stable in it. 

(2) All solutions which were electrolysed showed presence of much 

cobaltonitrite. In sodium chloride the amount of this complex 

increased slightly after 120 ho~rs. 

(3) Electrolysis of a fresh cobaltinitrite solution in acetic acid 

gave a large wave for cobaltocomplex, but after 140 hours this had. 

almost disappeared and was replaced by a ~arge wave which thought 

to be due to simple Co '3+ ion. 

A further experimental point should be described now. On bubbling 

hydrogen through a yellow cobaltinitrite solution, the decomposition was 

speeded up considerably, as shQS'ffi. orange colour of the solution 
'J~Jt 

IYif\IIVI':f!:~n·y OF CANTERBUI\¥ 

CHRISTCHURCH N Z~ 
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a quarter of an hour. This would not be due to any reducing 

action of the hydrogen but rather to the bubbling removing nitrogen 

dioxide from solution, and so forcing to the right this reaction. 

Thus every solution which was electrolysed must have suffered this 
1..~ 

initial reduction, giving N02 ion and Co(N02)4 ion to form the ;3 and 

'() waves. In sodium chloride at pH 6.15 it is natural to expect that 

the reaction, normally rather slow, one may presume, does proceed all 

~- -the time so that the amounts of Co(N02')4 and N02 present will increase 

as observed. The ruaount of Co3 + causing the ~ -wave has decreased, 

which is quite in order, for this ion arises a slight dissociation 

3- 3+ -
of the cobaltinitrite, Co{N02)v F Co + 6N02• 

But as the amount of cobaltinitrite has decreased, so will cobaltic ion. 

It will be further decreased by excess of nitrite from equation {59), 

decreasing the dissociation. 

In deci-normal acetic acid at pH .. 3, the factors are more complicated. 

The reduction through bubbling the gas certainly occurs, as shown by 

a substantial ¥-wave, but being an acidic medium ·the oxidising reaction 

(equation 62) will also proceed, and in the course of 140.hours it 

have converted a proportion of cobalto-nitrite back to cobaltinitrite. 

At the end of this 140 hours the gas was bubbled through, and it xnight 

be expected that reduction would start all over again. This d:ld not 

happen. Instead a fairly large ~-wave appeared, and this is proof 

that the d...-wave is not due to electroly·tic reduction of cobaltinitrite ion. 
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Each oxidation and reduction which has been going on is removing nitrite 

ion from the solution. This \~11 cause the cobaltinitrite tm dissociate, 

giving Co'3+ ions which would normally reduce according to equation 

This reaction will have a very great tendency to go to the 

3t- 'l.+ } (EOCo : Co • + 1.84 , so might be thought to consume nitrite ions in 

preference to reaction (62). That it does not do so is due to its 

slowness compared with the oxidising reaction. 

Eventually an equilibrium state will be set up containing quite a large 

a~mount of cobaltic ion and very little of the nitrite. Even though 

the cobaltinitrite concentrations were different in the acetic acid 

solutions, the height of the ~-waves showed that the concentrations· 

of cobaltic ion were equal. The only thing constant in the different 

solutions was the hydrogen ion concentration, for the acetic acid was 

in excess. If an' equation could be derived, connecting [cou] 

it would lend strong support to the views advanced. 

' . = K1 ............ (63) 
[H+]l. 

Co(N02 )~- -""-..,..... CoH + 6NO-2 ........... (6¥1:) 

~- ---"" <.- -
(65) Co(l•m2) 6 ...-- Oo(N02)4 +N02 -r N02 ' .......... 

Whatever the concentration of cobaltinitrite, equation (65) shows ratio 

[Noi J is constant • 
(Co(N02)~j 
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The oxidation reaction requires three N02 ions. The auto-reduction of 

equation ( 65) provides one, and the other two must come from. the 

dissociation shown in equation (64), leaving only four free nitrite 

ions for each Co3+ ion. Therefore the dissociation constant from (64) 

really 

[co3+] [Noi t -z K2 • • • • • .. • • • • • • • ( 66) 
[co(No2 }r] 

Subs·liitute the value of [co(No2rJ from (63) into (66). 

(co3 t-] [No2J [NO) 
[Co(N02)tJ [H+]i. 

:: • • • • • • ( 67) 

But after a short t1.me the solution is saturated~:w:i.th nitric oxide 

{proof by smell), so t NO J is constant. 

. .. ::: ·r TJ:(. K , H •••••••••• ~ • • ( 68) 

The behaviour in hydrochloric acid is d.ue to greater acidity be 

to combine with nitrite ions to form undissociated nitrous acid 

(Dissociation constant of rmo2 is of order 10·" ) • 

of the nitrite causes the reaction. 

l
Co(N02)6 + 

That is, removal 

to go well to the right. Furthermore 1 hydrochloric acid has a disruptive 

effect pn the oobalto-nitrite complex, forming simple oobaltous solutions. 

has been postulated that ·the cabal tinitri te anion does dissociate to 
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of' Co2o-.3. H20 from alkaline solution. There is no preaipi ta.tion in 

the cold (l2°C) but immedia·tely it is put in the bunsen flame, the 

precipitate forms. This can be contrasted with the stability of the 

cobalto-nitrite in hot alkali, desc:t•ibed in experiment (8).on page 60. 
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{1) A new wave in the reduction of' nitrite :i.on in deeinormal sodium 

chloride has been detected, but the diffusion current is not 

proportional to the concentration. The half-wave potential 

was about -0.52 volts vs. S.C.E. 

(2) The reduction of the cobaltinitrite ion at the dropping mercury 

cathode gives three fairly well defined polarographic waves in 

the p:r;•esence of 0.05% nigrosine to suppress .maxima. 

(3) Tables have been given showing the variation in half-wave potentials 

-s -:> with concen't~ration for each wave, from concentrations of 2.08 x 10 

-,3 
to 3.68 x 10 molar. 

(4) Evidence has been given to show that the waves are due to reduction 

of cobaltic ion, nitrite ion and cobalto-tetranitrite ion 

respectively. 

(5) The mechanism of the reduction of the nitrite ion observed in this 

work is postulated as 

N02 + 2H"" + e ~ NO + HzO 

and is thoughtto be reversible or nearly so. 

(6) Assuming the interpretation of the reductions to be correct, a 

theory has been devised. to explain the apparently anomalous results. 

(7} An eq_ua·tion has been derived from this theory, connecting the 

concentration of cobal·tic ions and hydrogen ions, and verified 
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by experiment. 

(8) Although most cabaltous complexes are unstable with respe?t to 

cobaltie complexes, it is shown that cobalto-tatranitrite ion is 

more stable than cobalti-her~nitrite. 

(9) The dissociation of cobaltinitrite is not great but nevertheless 

is greater than that for the cobaltonitrite. 

(10) This cobaltonitrite, being predominantly covalent should have a 

paramagnetic moment of 1.7 Bohr magnetons. 

(11) Cobaltin1tr1te was found to reduce in a buffer at = 8.6, at 

which value nitrite should not reduce, so a more complete study 

using sodium nitrite as supporting electrolyte should be made in 

alkaline solution. 

(12) A new technique will have to be used, in which sodium cobaltinitrite 

is added to a solution free from oxygen, for bubbling gas, causes 

a rapid decomposition. 
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The monograph, npolarography", by I.M. Koltho:t':f' and .J.J. Lingane, has 

been used extensively and reference to i't will be made through the 

title only. 

{ 1) "Polarography'', Chapter 
(2) Ibid. Chapter II 
(3) 825, (19!39). Kalthoff and Linga.ne. 
(4) Ohem. • 24, 1-94, (1939}. Koltho:f':f' and Lingane. 
( 5) "Polarography", Chapter III. 
( 6) Ibid. Chapters I and VI. 
(7) Ibid. Chapter VIII. 
(8) Ibid. Chapter VIII. 
( 9) Ibid. Chapter 
(10) J.A.c.s. 61, 2099, (1939). J.J. Lingane. 
{ ) "PolarograPhY", Chapter IX. 
(12) Ohem. Revi~rn. p. 1-37. (1941). J.J. Lingane. 
( 13 ) ••Polarographyn, p. 303 • 
(14) Journal of l?hysical Ohemis·try, 49, 386, ( 1945) • Ko1 thoff and Z1otowski 
(15) Ind. and Eng. Chern. • .An. Edi tion:-lp, 412, (1943). Carruthers. 
(16) Ibid. · 16, 597, (1944). Furman Stone. 
(17) '•Polarography'', p. 360. 
(18) Ibid. Chapter XXVI. 
(19) Ibid. p. 295. 
(20) Ibid. p. 318. 
(21) J.A.c.s. 64, 1970, (1942). Kalthoff.' and Lingane. 
(22) "Polarographyn, Chapter v. 
(23} Ibid. Chapter :xxvr. 
( 24) ''Solubilities o:f' Inorganic and Organic Compounds. •• Seidell. 
(25} "Polarography", p. 251. 
(26) Ibid. P• 253. 
(27} Ibid, Cha'pter XII. 
(28) Ibid. Chapter v. 
(29) Ind. and llng. Chern.. An. Edition. 15, 465, (1943). 
(30) "Inorganic !>reparations." 
(31) "Comprehensive rrreatise. 19 .Vol. • p. 503. Mellor. 
( 32) ttPo1arography", Chapter 
(33) ''Electrolytic Oxidation and Reduction. n Glasstone and Hickling. 
{34) npolarography11 , Chapter 
(35) Ibid. Chapter XIV. 
(36) Ibid. Chapter • 
(37) Abstracts. J.A.C.S. 30, 5140~. 
(38) '•Text-book of Inorganf(}chem1stry. 1t Vol. pt. I, p. 59. 

J. Newton-Friend. 
(39} Ab$tracts. J.A.C.S. 23, 7723. 
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